While current head-related transfer function (HRTF) personalization methods offer some ability to quickly customize spatial auditory displays, these techniques generally lack the realism and performance provided by full individualized HRTF measurements. This poor performance is likely due to the vast amount of individual spectral and spatial variation contained in a measured HRTF. While some of this variation contains important directional information, Kulkarni and Colburn (1998) showed that perceptually irrelevant spectral variation could be eliminated by smoothing the HRTF magnitude with a truncated Fourier series expansion. The present study investigates a related method for smoothing the spatial variation contained in an HRTF magnitude by utilizing a truncated spherical harmonic expansion. The perceptual impacts of various degrees of spatial smoothing were evaluated by comparing performance to performance obtained with full individualized HRTF measurements in a virtual localization task. Results indicate that comparable localization performance can be achieved with as low as a fourth-order spherical harmonic representation, which provides a significant amount of spatial smoothing. Analysis of the resulting simplified representation also uncovered a number of interesting relationships across individuals that may facilitate the development of future techniques that estimate and personalize HRTFs.
INTRODUCTION
The nature of sound source localization lies in the ability to decode the directionally-specific acoustic features imparted on a sound wave as it travels to the listener's two ears and interacts with their head, shoulders, and pinna (Blauert, 1997) . The measurement of an individual's head-related transfer function (HRTF) provides a way to capture and harness these natural acoustic features so that directionality may be provided virtually to any sound source as part of a spatial auditory display (Wightman and Kistler, 1989a,b) . While the technology behind HRTFs has been around for several decades, most work has focused on understanding HRTF spectral features; less is known or understood about the importance of spatial variation in the HRTFs.
Several authors have shown that full-fidelity measured HRTFs contain a significant amount of perceptually irrelevant detail. One of the most important discoveries regarding the perceptual qualities of the HRTF was that listeners are relatively insensitive to the monaural phase responses of an HRTF and only utilize the gross interaural timing information contained in the low-frequency group delay of the spatial stimulus (Kulkarni et al., 1992; Breebaart and Kohlrausch, 2001 ). This allows designers of auditory displays to assume that the HRTFs represent minimum phase systems, meaning that the HRTF corresponding to a single direction in space can be characterized by the magnitude response at each ear and a single ITD value (Kistler and Wightman, 1992) . Kulkarni and Colburn (1998) also showed that the magnitude spectra of the HRTFs also contain superfluous details that are not relevant to the spatial perception of sound. In this study, the magnitude responses (in decibels) of the HRTFs were expanded onto a set of sinusoidal Fourier basis functions across frequency. As the order of this expansion was decreased, the spectral variation contained in the magnitude response was smoothed by the elimination of the higher-order basis functions that captured the most rapidly-varying spectral features in the HRTF. The results showed that signals processed with HRTFs with very low order (highly smoothed) spectral representations were perceptually indistinguishable from signals processed with the full, unmodified HRTF.
In this study, we used an approach closely related to the one used by Kulkarni and Colburn (1998) to investigate the perceptual salience of the spatial detail contained in the HRTF. While some theoretical analyses based on the accurate reconstruction of the full spectral detail contained in the HRTF suggest that they need to be sampled with angular separation as small as five degrees (Ajdler et al., 2008) in order to fully reproduce the spatial information contained in the HRTF, the Kulkarni and Colburn results suggest that a large amount of the spatial variation measured at this resolution might be perceptually irrelevant. Evidence for this comes from a number of HRTF interpolation studies, which have shown that HRTF measurements with as much as 20 degrees of angular separation can be interpolated without introducing localization error (Carlile et al., 2000; Martin and McAnally, 2007) . The next section describes how a spherical-harmonic-based HRTF interpolation method can be used to systematically smooth an HRTF's spatial variation. The effects of this spatial smoothing on individualized HRTFs were investigated with the virtual localization experiment described in the perceptual evaluation section. The results section, provides evidence that a significant amount of spatial smoothing can be applied to an HRTF before localization accuracy begins to suffer.
METHODS

HRTF Decomposition
The HRTF corresponding to a single ear (l for left, r for right) and spatial location (φ i , θ i ) is traditionally represented as a set of K complex Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) coefficients,
Beginning with this representation, each set of left and right HRTFs can then be decomposed by first extracting an average interaural timing difference (ITD) between the right and left transfer functions. While this can be accomplished using a number of methods, the results discussed below utilized ITD values measured in samples of delay, the calculation of which is described later as part of the HRTF collection process.
A magnitude response is also calculated for each ear in the decibel scale as given by Eq. 1.
Because the HRTF is assumed to have a real-valued finite-length impulse response, the HRTF magnitude will be periodic and even in frequency and
[k] is uniquely characterized by its values for 0 ≤ k ≤ K 2 for even values of K. Taking these K + 1 unique values for each ear along with the corresponding ITD, producing a total of K + 3 HRTF parameters exist at each measurement location.
Spherical-Harmonic Expansion
While HRTFs are traditionally viewed as functions of frequency at a single location in space, spherical-harmonic interpolation works on an HRTF's spatial patterns one frequency at a time (sometimes called a spatial frequency response surface). Any continuous square-integrable function can be expanded onto a set of orthonormal basis functions via the generalized Fourier Series. With one-dimensional signals, an infinite set of weighted sinusoids forms this orthonormal basis. For functions defined on the sphere, the role of the orthonormal basis is played by the set of real spherical harmonics (SH). The "real" designation is used to disambiguate the real basis from the set of complex spherical harmonics. For most applications, real and complex spherical-harmonic representations are interchangeable (with care), the difference being analogous to the relationship between sinusoids and the complex exponential in the traditional one-dimensional Fourier Series (Poletti, 2009) . For the remainder of this paper, the real designation will be assumed for simplicity. The spherical-harmonic basis functions Equation 3 describes traditional spherical-harmonic synthesis, where an arbitrary continuous spatial function f (φ, θ) can be formed by the sum of the set of weighted P th -order spherical harmonics. For our purposes, the spatial function f (φ, θ) represents one of the K + 3 HRTF parameters taken over the entire sphere. The set of weights, C nm , are known as the spherical-harmonic coefficients (weighting coefficients) and carry information about how the function f (φ, θ) varies across space.
When only spatial samples of the underlying continuous function are available (as is often the case for HRTF measurements), an alternative analysis procedure is needed. A common way to accomplish this task is by forming a system of linear equations using the discretized version of Equation 3 repeated S times, one for each spatial location {φ i ,
. This system is given in matrix form by Equation 4.
where
In this form, provided we have more spatial samples than the number of spherical-harmonic coefficients, we can use conventional linear algebra techniques to find the unique least squares estimate of the coefficient vector c according to Equation 5.
In practice, due to noise in the measurements, this method seems to require S > 2(P + 1) 2 to obtain satisfactory results and may need additional regularization if entire portions of the sphere are not sampled, a scenario that often arises due to the limitations in typical HRTF measurement setups at low elevations (Zotkin et al., 2009 ).
Spatial Smoothing
In order to systematically vary the amount of spatial detail present in an HRTF we can truncate the spherical-harmonic representation by lowering the maximum order P. Removing the higher-order coefficients (or setting their values to zero) removes the components which result in higher spatial variation in the underlying spatial function. As this truncation order is decreased, less and less of the original spatial detail present in the measured HRTF is preserved. In Fig. 2 the HRTF magnitudes for three subjects (each row is a different subject) are plotted as a function of the angle around the median plane for 5 different representation orders. Here, it can be seen that the HRTFs lose more and more spatial detail as the the SH representation is truncated. A similar smoothing can be seen when the ITD values are expanded onto SH. Figure 3a shows the sample ITD values for one subject taken along the horizontal plane for various SH orders. It can be seen that reducing the SH order smooths out the local variations of the measured ITD function. Dramatic change to the measured ITD function does not occur, however, until the very low orders of zero or one. This agrees with the established assumption that the ITD function can be modeled effectively with a simple sinusoidal model (Blauert, 1997) . When the SH order is reduced for all frequencies, this has the effect of taking each sample HRTF closer and closer to the diffuse-field HRTF (the sample transfer function acquired by averaging the sample HRTFs from all measured locations). Since most spectral features of an HRTF are localized in space, this spatial averaging results in much fewer spectral variations as well. This effect can be seen in Figure 3b . Here, the sample HRTF corresponding to the left ear for the location directly in front of the subject is plotted with various orders of SH representation. As can be seen, the prominent spectral notch near 12-kHz is slowly eliminated as the SH order is decreased. It is important to note that the zero th -order representation captures only the diffuse-field HRTF and would result in an HRTF that is constant across space.
HRTF Collection
The HRTF collections and perceptual evaluation were both conducted at the Auditory Localization Facility (ALF), part of the Air Force Research Labs in Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. The facility consists of seven-foot-radius geodesic sphere housed in a large anechoic chamber. Each vertex of the sphere contains a loudspeaker (Bose Acoustimass) and a cluster of four LEDs. The chamber also contains a 6-DOF tracking system (Intersense IS900) capable of simultaneously tracking a subject's head position and the position of a small hand-held "wand" pointing device. The system is such that real-time visual feedback can be given to the subject about the orientation of the wand or their head by illuminating the LED cluster which corresponds most closely to their direction of orientation. During HRTF collection, subjects were asked to stand in the center of the sphere with their head oriented toward a designated reference location. Before each set of test stimuli were presented, the position and orientation of the subjects head was recorded and the corresponding location was modified to reflect the speakers head-relative location. The test stimulus consisted of a train of seven periodic chirp signals which swept from 100 Hz to 15 kHz in the span of 2048 points at a 44.1-kHz sampling rate. This 325-ms chirp train was prefiltered to remove any differences in the frequency response between speakers, and presented with the stimuli from 15 other speaker locations with a 250 ms inter-stimulus interval. Binaural recordings were made of the response to each signal. Raw HRTFs were then calculated by averaging the response of the five interior chirps of each train and stored as HRIRs (the inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of the HRTF). This procedure was repeated until all 277 loudspeaker positions had been measured. A similar technique was also employed to calculate a set of custom headphone correction filters. In this case the test signal was presented over headphones and recorded with the in-ear binaural microphones. The resulting correction filters were then used to correct the HRTF measurements for the headphone presentation.
The raw 2048-sample calculated HRIRs were windowed by applying a 401-sample Hanning window centered on the strongest peak of each HRIR to reduce the effects of any residual reflections within the ALF. ITD values were extracted from the raw HRIRs by comparing the best linear fit to the unwrapped phase response of each ear between 300 Hz and 1500 Hz. The windowed HRIRs were then corrected for the response of the headphones and converted to minimum phase before being truncated to 256 taps with a rectangular window. The ITDs were reintroduced by delaying the contralateral minimum-phase HRIR by the ITD value.
Perceptual Evaluation
At the beginning of each 30-minute experimental session, a full set of HRTFs and headphone correction were measured using the procedure outlined above. This overall process from microphone fitting to the end of collection took approximately 5-6 minutes after which the subject was asked to complete three 60-trial blocks of a localization task. On each trial the subject was presented with a short stimulus and asked to indicate the perceived direction by orientating the tracked wand toward the perceived location and pressing a response button. The correct location was then presented to the subject by illuminating the LEDs on the actual speaker location, which was then acknowledged via a button press. Subjects were required to reorient toward the reference direction before they could initiate the start of the next trial by again pressing the button.
Stimuli consisted of 250-ms noise bursts which had been bandpass filtered between 500 Hz and 15 kHz and windowed with 10-ms onset and offset ramps. In the virtual conditions these stimuli were convolved with an HRTF and presented to the subject through a pair of custom earphones, while the in free-field condition the stimuli were corrected for the response of the speaker and amplifier and presented from the speaker at the target location. All target locations corresponded to one of 245 speaker locations which are above -45 degrees in elevation. Low elevations were excluded from testing because of interference from the subject platform contained in the ALF facility. The HRTFs for all trials within one 60-trial block were generated using the same spherical-harmonic smoothing technique discussed above for a specific spherical-harmonic order. A baseline condition where the HRTF was reconstructed without any spherical-harmonic reconstruction was also included in the study. In this baseline condition, which consisted of the original HRTF which was linearly interpolated with the traditional nearest-neighbor approach described in (Martin and McAnally, 2007) . o for all of the HRTF types tested with the exception of the 2 nd -order representation. The 2 nd -order representation resulted in a five to six degree increase in total angular error when compared with the baseline free-field condition. Figures 5b and 5c show the decomposition of localization errors in terms of their lateral and intraconic (vertical and front-back) components. Again, small differences can be seen when the representation order is decreased below a 4 th -order representation. Another important metric for evaluating the success of an HRTF model is the percentage of trials in which the listener commits a front-back reversal. This type of error is often encountered in virtual localization studies, and can be extremely detrimental in practical implementations of virtual auditory displays. In this study, a front-back reversal occurs when a subject's response is in the opposite front-back hemisphere compared to the correct target location and results in an error of more than 15 o along the front-back dimension. This second criteria keeps conventional mislocalizations along the frontal plane from being categorized as a front-back reversal. Figure 6 shows the percentage of trials with a front-back reversal for each of the tested HRTF representations. As can be seen, all of the tested conditions resulted in front-back confusions occurring on 6% to 10% of the trials with the largest coming from the second order representation. 
RESULTS
Results
DISCUSSION
Results of the localization task show that accuracy consistent with free-field localization and conventional HRTFs is possible with HRTFs that have been spatially smoothed by a truncated spherical-harmonic representation. A comparison of these results to the information presented in Figure 2 suggests that a significant amount of spatial smoothing can occur before localization accuracy is affected. In fact, while the 2 nd -order representation resulted in noticeably poorer localization performance, it is still significantly better than the localization performance observed in previous studies with non-individualized HRTFs (around 27 degrees total angular error). Placed in the context of the spectral smoothing seen in Fig. 3b , these spatial smoothing results agree with the spectral smoothing results of Kulkarni and Colburn (1998) and provide additional support to the idea that only gross features are necessary for adequate localization both in the spectral and spatial domains.
While the 4 th -order spherical-harmonic representation described here seems sufficient for maintaining localization accuracy, these results do not necessarily generalize to previously developed spherical-harmonic representations of HRTFs. In particular, the expansions based on the complex HRTF as in (Zotkin et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2009; Huang and Fang, 2009 ) seem to exhibit a greater dependence on the higher-order coefficients. The fact that low-order representations of the type described here do maintain good localization accuracy implies that it may be an efficient representation for future HRTF modeling work.
